
APPENDIX D

Brampton Manor representations. 

No. Nature of representation

1  Increase in noise and rowdiness – late departures of drunken 
guests

 Loud music
 Drunken people departing, passing a children’s playground and 

coming into contact with children 

2  Loud music a magnet for antisocial behaviour and groups of young 
people

 Insecure site boundary
 Heavy drinking at functions, particularly outside, leading to 

antisocial behaviour
 Measures on proposed schedule are reactive rather than proactive
 Health and safety concerns where polycarbonate glasses not used 

outside.
 Noise nuisance when loud music played outside until 11.00 pm
 Children studying for school exams disturbed by late outdoor music.

3  Less alcohol consumption leads to less crime and disorder and sets 
a good example to children.

 Overspill of Brampton Manor customers vehicles onto surrounding 
streets.

 Increase in danger from speeding traffic.
 Outside events and extended drinking can lead to poor behaviour 

and have witnessed customers urinating in street and behaving in a 
disorderly fashion. 

 Bonfire nights cause problems in relation to noise, smoke and 
nuisance.

4  Problems with existing events throughout the year with music 
extending passed terminal hours allowed.

 Overspill of Brampton Manor customers vehicles onto surrounding 
streets.

 Summer outdoor events impact on neighbours who are more likely 
to be outside

 Nearby residences both for families and retirees will be adversely 
affected by late night music.



5  Nearby residences will be adversely affected by live / recorded 
music and entertainment.

 Loud music will be intrusive at events.
 Increase in antisocial behaviour.
 Alternative music venues are available.

6  Live and recorded music proposed will create a nuisance to local 
residents in this quiet residential area.

7  Nightly music leading to more alcohol consumption resulting in 
vandalism and ant social behaviour.

 Excessive alcohol consumption leading to drink driving and 
resulting in injury and damage in the locality.

 Loud music impacting on nearby residents and affecting sleep 
quality.

 Children’s sleep affected.
 Reduction in value of nearby properties.

8  Noise nuisance to nearby residents with late music and alcohol 
consumption.

 Previous experience of noise nuisance, pollution (litter), antisocial 
behaviour and violent incidents which have never been addressed 
properly.

 Suggest 10.00 pm curfew for outside music.

9  Loud music from events with total disregard for nearby residents 
and those further afield.

 Gridlocking of local streets by Brampton Manor customers
 Previous experience of noise nuisance, antisocial behaviour, 

urinating in the street which impact upon public disorder and child 
safety.

10  Experience of a boxing event at the premises where fights have 
broken out in the audience and as customers have made their way 
home from the event. 

 Increased drug issues from Inkerman Park
 Increased noise disturbance to nearby residents and families. 

Premises already disturbs sleep, particularly in summer.

11  Loud outdoor music disturbs local residents

12  Increase in local traffic with potential for accidents late at night.
 Extending alcohol hours is always a risk to the public.



 Current music from Brampton manor is always loud and can be 
heard even through closed windows, disturbing children and adults.

 On off celebratory occasions are acceptable but loud music on a 
regular basis is not.

13  Increased late night drinking impacting on alcohol related crime.
 Noise pollution disrupting lives of local people.

14  Intoxicated revellers leaving premises in early hours of morning 
causing rowdyism, hi-jinx and damage in adjacent neighbourhood.

 Extension of hours heightens risk of increased drink driving, 
drunken behaviour and vandalism.

 Unreasonable to have outdoor music every day of the week in a 
suburb. Local residents already subjected to several of the club’s 
outdoor functions through the year but the possibility of every day is 
excessive 

 Music will disturb children sleep and drunken revellers could 
frighten children.

15  Extension of hours increases opportunity for crime and disorder 
with drunken customers leaving the venue at all hours.

 Poorly lit public footpath is adjacent to the premises – risk of harm 
to the public from revellers.

 Noise from the premises is already very loud and disturbs 
neighbours even through closed windows– this will happen more 
often.

 Noise disturbs young children.

16  Noise from the premises is already very loud and disturbs 
neighbours when events are held but is tolerated due to being 
limited to bank holidays etc. increased occasions would be totally 
unreasonable.

17  Noise and disturbance from the premises is already very loud and 
disturbs neighbours when events are held but is tolerated due to 
being limited to bank holidays etc. increased occasions would be 
totally unreasonable.

18  Noise and disturbance from the premises is already very loud and 
disturbs neighbours when events are held but is tolerated due to 
being limited to bank holidays etc. increased occasions would be 
totally unreasonable.



19  Negative impact on local community, residents and nearby schools.
 Who will monitor noise levels after 11.00 pm
 Previous events at the premises have been very loud, upsetting 

residents and resulting in calls to the police. Extending the 
permission to a daily basis will cause more distress.

 Extension to alcohol hours until 2.00 am might lead to more noise 
disruption and unlawful behaviour.

 Previous events have seen patrons throwing rubbish into 
neighbouring gardens, allowing more events will have a detrimental 
effect.

 Allowing a 2.00 am alcohol licence will change the purpose of the 
premises and could give a nightclub feel.

20  Noise and disturbance from the premises is already very loud and 
disturbs neighbours but is tolerated. Any extension or increase 
would make this worse.

 Loud music after 11.00 pm every day would be unacceptable.
 Late night food and drink will mean people returning to vehicles 

parked on Manor Road and Manor Drive later, adding to noise 
concerns.

21  Current events are infrequent and so although music is loud they 
are tolerated. Any increase in frequency will have a disastrous 
effect.

 Extending alcohol hours until 2.00 am effectively creates a 
nightclub and is not appropriate for a residential area.

 Neighbourhood is residential with some elderly occupants. An 
increase in the licence is antisocial.

 Property values could be depressed.

22  Personal experience of damage to cars in manor Crescent, 
presumably after an event at the premises. (2004)

 Excessive noise in the early hours at 02.00 am disturbing local 
residents, particularly the elderly or those with medical conditions.

23  Noise and disturbance from the premises is already very loud and 
disturbs neighbours but is tolerated. Any extension or increase 
would make this worse.

 Indoor events also cause disruption.
 Surrounding residential properties, with young families and early 

morning work commitments would be adversely affected.
 Noise causes disruption with the loud music experienced and also 

arrival and departure of customers on foot and in vehicles.



 A likely increase in antisocial behaviour could also follow in the 
surrounding area.

 Property values could be adversely affected.

24  Noise and disturbance from the premises is already very loud and 
disturbs neighbours but is tolerated. Any extension or increase 
would make this worse.

25  Proposed opening times not suitable for a residential area.
 People drinking for lengthy time s are apt to become noisy, 

disruptive and antisocial.
 Noise disruption to families and children, interrupting sleep. Noise 

and disturbance from the premises is already very loud and disturbs 
neighbours but is tolerated. Any extension or increase would make 
this worse.

26  Previous incidents of late night noise and damage to vehicles and 
property in the area will only increase.

 Alcohol and drug induced violence will increase.
 Licence not suitable for a residential area.
 Night club not appropriate for the area.

27  Noise, lack of parking and loud behaviour would shatter and disrupt 
the area.

 2.00 am finish events would disrupt sleep.

28  Noise disturbance and antisocial behaviour.
 Drunken patrons causing damage.
 Inappropriate venue for late night entertainment.

29  Noise concerns.
 Inappropriate late night opening.

30  Noise nuisance.
 Loud music.
 Inappropriate bank holiday timings.
 Increase in road and foot traffic.

31  Sets a precedent for surrounding premises.
 Lack of control when TENs are used.
 Sleep disturbance.
 Parking issues.



 Drunken behaviour – singing, fighting, causing problems.
 Young children live nearby due to catchment area for local schools.
 Ludicrous opening hours

32  Outdoor music can be clearly heard causing nuisance.
 Loud music is tolerable once or twice a year but not daily.
 Increase in traffic.
 Parking issues.
 2.00 am is too late for a bar – may see increase in drunken and 

antisocial behaviour.

33  Noise and disturbance from the premises is already very loud and 
disturbs neighbours but is tolerated. Any extension or increase 
would make this worse.

 Extended outdoor use could lead to noise, antisocial behaviour 
drunkenness and drug taking.

 No need for a night club in a residential area.
 Reduction in property values.

34  Path at side of venue is used for school children to and from school. 
The path will be spoiled by early hour use of those intoxicated 
patrons leaving the venue and the children will have to see it.

35  Noise levels.
 Loud, unruly customers, abuse, public urination.

36  Drunken shouting customers, vomiting and urinating in the street.
 Broken glass in the street.
 Drunken behaviour in street seen on 301118 where a hedge was 

damaged.
 This will only worsen with longer drinking time.

37  Noise nuisance
 Sleep disruption
 Increased antisocial behaviour

38  Noise nuisance
 Poor state of repair of venue grounds

39  Noise nuisance which will increase with more frequent events



40  Noise nuisance
 Excessive opening and trading hours

41  Noise nuisance. Occasional events are acceptable. Regular ones 
are not.

42  Late night noise from indoor and outdoor music.
 Late customers leaving the venue whilst still drinking. They urinate 

in public and sometimes intrude on private property.
 Parking issues.

43  Experience of glass and drinking vessels discarded around 
perimeter of the venue. Often following an event at the venue.

 Extended alcohol hours increase alcohol availability and with it the 
potential for alcohol related crime.

 Inkerman Park next to the venue regularly suffers from underage 
and public drinking, drug and substance abuse, arson, fighting and 
antisocial behaviour.

 Noise nuisance particularly during warmer weather.
 During 2018 world cup the venue provided a big screen to show 

games outside and items of furniture were found on adjacent public 
footpaths.

 One incident of underage drinking and a report of an ambulance 
being called to the premises for a teenager unconscious due to 
alcohol consumption.

44  Increase in crime and disorder.
 Pressure on police and taxis.
 Loud music.
 Events already impact detrimentally on family life and enjoyment.
 Devaluation of property.
 Added late night footfall leading to vandalism, public urination, 

noise pollution, violence.
 Glassware thrown into adjacent gardens.

45  Outdoor events too long and noisy.

46  Outdoor music 7 days per week is too often.
 Noise nuisance.

47  Noise from the premises is already very loud and disturbs 
neighbours when events are held but is tolerated due to being 
limited to particular celebration. Increased occasions would be 



totally unreasonable.
 Later alcohol sales will equate to drunken revellers disturbing the 

peace.

48  Music already experience to be so loud as to be heard with 
homeowners doors and windows closed and above noise of own 
TV. So loud in fact as to rattle ornaments within the property.

 Loud, drunken customers leaving the venue and disturbing others.
 Customers seen to urinate in public.
 Events cause significant parking issues. Customers park on 

surrounding roads. Belligerent venue customers abuse anyone who 
asks them to move their car.

 Difficulty in selling home due to the venue activities.
 Reduced property value.

49  Increase in anti-social behaviour if live music is allowed outside until 
11.00 pm.

 Increased footfall later at night impacting on surrounding residents.
 Loud music, litter, smashed glasses regularly experienced from 

events at the venue.
 Children kept awake by noise.

50  Increased outdoor entertainment will lead to increased alcohol 
consumption which will lead to disorderly conduct and crime.

 Disruption to families and residents from loud music already 
experienced. The application makes it worse.

 Children unable to sleep due to noise issues.
 Noise from the premises is already very loud and disturbs 

neighbours when events are held but is tolerated due to being 
limited to particular celebrations. Increased occasions would be 
totally unreasonable.

51  Petition with 36 names
 Excessive noise including late at night.
 Urination in public
 Late night customers leaving rear of property noisily
 Bottles left in residents gardens.
 Car parking issues.

52  The hours sought are too open ended and need control and 
clarification.

 Number of extensions should be limited and identified.



53  Noise
 Loud music
 Noisy customers

54  Noise disturbance to neighbouring dwellings

55  Late night unsociable behaviour and criminal acts
 Opportunistic criminals using the early morning disruption from the 

premises to cover their activities.
 Noise nuisance to residents 

56  Application too open-ended.
 Number of extensions should be limited and identified.


